
Taungurung grammar 1
Grammar: Noun suffixes



Schedule

Sept 13: Nouns and adjectives

Sept 27: Pronouns

Oct 11: Verbs

Oct 25: Negatives and questions

Nov 8: Possession

Nov 22: Revision



What can be achieved

Even after a short time language can be used in:

Greetings

Talking/emailing/texting  about the weather

Talking/emailing/texting about health

Talking/emailing/texting about family, relatives

Talking/emailing/texting about meeting

Putting Taungurung nouns into traditional stories

Translating traditional stories into Taungurung

Composing stories into Taungurung



The languages of Victoria



Word classes

Words fall into different classes. Words like gulinh ‘man’, badjurr ‘woman’, marram

‘kangaroo’ and banyul ‘hill’ are nouns. They can take suffixes or endings for plural 

gulinh-buluk ‘men’ and for notions such as ‘to’, ‘from’ and ‘with’, for instance, 

banyul-u ‘from the hill’.

Verbs are words like yana ’go’, ngurna ‘sit’ , rest’ or ‘stay’, bundha ‘bite’ and djilba

‘hit. They can take suffixes for present, past and future tense. In this first lesson all 

the verbs are in the past tense, for instance, yanayi ‘went’ or ‘was going’ and 

bundhayi ‘bit’ or ‘was biting.



Nouns and verbs

Bubup maadayi. The baby was crying.

Badjurr yimayi. The woman was sleeping.

Word order is flexible. The general rule is put what you want to stress first.

Baborringayi bubup. The baby was screaming.



Agents and patients

In English we use word order to distinguish agents and patients. We put the agent 

before the verb and the patient after. In Taungurung where word order is flexible, 

the agent is marked by a suffix -a.

Yirrangan-a bundhayi gurnmil. The dog bit the snake.

Yirrangan bundhayi gurnmil-a. The snake bit the dog.

yirrangan gurnmil



To and from

-dha ‘to’

Bubup gawarndayi gurnang-dha. The baby crawled towards the creek.

-u ‘from’

Badjurr yanayi Djilang-u Seymour-dha. The woman went from Geelong to Seymour.

Djilang = Geelong

Marram womayi ngarrap-u. The kangaroo came out of the bush.

The –u suffix also marks what one is frightened of.

Wirrk-wirrk bambayi djirring-u The old woman was frightened of lightning.

Bambayi buruny-u. He (she, it) was afraid of the dark.



for

‘for’ as in ‘she was going for water is expressed by a preposition gundi.

Badjurr yanayi gundi baanh. The woman went for water.

Badjurr wurrimayi yayn-yayn gundi 

baanh.

The woman sent the young guy for 

water.

Yayn-yayn = Yanyean



Location (at, on, in)

The locative suffix indicates proximity but does not specify ‘in’, ‘at’ ‘on’, etc.

-duwi

Marram dhangabayi ngarrap-duwi. The kangaroo was grazing (eating) in the 

bush.

-ut

Badjurr ngurnayi yilam-ut. The woman was sitting in the hut.

budji + -duwi

Badjurr yulayi budji baanh-duwi. The woman jumped into the water.



Instruments

Badjurr-a barragayi mirrnyong 

wuluwanh-a.

The woman dug yams with a digging 

stick.

Badjurr-a marrgayi mokra galap-a. The woman sewed the rug with a 

needle.



The ‘having suffix’

Corresponds to English –ed as in wooded area, crowded area, straw-necked ibis. It can refer to a 

long-term characteristic munhang-munhang-bil ‘lice-having’, i.e. ‘lousy’ and guna-bil ‘poo-having’, a 

word for ‘duck’, or to a temporary association guyun-bil ‘having a spear’.

Badjurr gurnburt-bil The woman with the necklace

In the next example –bil is used because we are just saying the woman has the stick with her.

Badjurr yanayi gundi mirrnyong wuluwanh-bil. The woman went for yams with a digging stick.

In the example below the stick is used as an instrument to perform the digging

Badjurr-a barragayi mirrnyong wuluwanh-a. The woman dug up the yams with a digging stick.



adjectives

Adjectives are describing words, e.g., big, little, long, small, hot, cold. In 

Taungurung they take the same suffixes as nouns.

Yirrangan-a bundayi gurnmil. The dog bit the snake.

Yirrangan-a wayibu-a bundayi gurnmil. The little dog bit the snake.

Yirrangan-a bundayi gurnmil wayibu. The dog bit a little snake.

Adjectives need not be next to the word they modify.

Yirrangan-a bundayi gurnmil wayibu-a. The little dog bit the snake.

Adjectives can be used on their own.

Yirrangan-a bundayi wayibu. The dog bit the little one.



the

There is no word for ‘the’ in most Australian languages. To indicate definiteness a 

word corresponding to ‘this’ or ‘here’ can be used. R.H. Mathews gives munyi for 

‘this’.

Badjurr munyi The woman (or ‘this woman’)

Munyi badjurr



Number with humans

Guliyn (or gulinh) man

guliyn budu two men

guliyn buluk (also balak) Several men, many men

Yindha guliyn-buluk? Where man-plural Where are the men?

Walert bambayi guliyn-buluk-u. The possum was 

frightened of the men.

Walert = wollert

walak-walak guliyn a few men

wudi, wudi-yal-yal, wudi-yul-yul, wurrdhanu guliyn several men, many men



Number with other entities

Plural with other creatures

marram bulayn two kangaroos

marram bulawiyn two kangaroos

marram bayap three kangaroos

marram buladhuwin several kangaroos, a mob of kangaroos

Plural with inanimates

lang-birrm stones

durt-birrm stars



numerals

one gupdhuyn, gupdhunh, gup

two bulabil

three bulabil gup(dhunh)

four bulabil-bulabil

once gupdunh-duwi

twice bulabil-duwi



Compounds

biik earth mum bottom biik-mum goose

Generally, in compounds a suffix -i is attached to the first word.

dhirrip nail marnang hand dhirribi marnang fingernail

k  g when it is between vowels rather than being at the end of a word.

galk bone ngarrk back galgi ngarrk backbone

ngarrk back djinang foot ngarrgi djinang top of foot

In the next example a latent consonant dj homorganic with ny/yn appears.

baayn water mirng eye baandji mirng tear 



Hand and foot

Taungurung

Buth-i manarng Ngarrk-i marnang Buth-i djinang Ngarrk-i djinang

front    hand back    hand front   foot back    foot



curve

hip eyebrow moon

tanyuk tanyuk mirng tanyuk Tjapwurrung Hamilton

tharuk tharuk mirng tharu Gunditjmara Warrnambool

mirniyan mirniyan Taungurung



Story

Baban yanayi gurnang-dha gundi baanh yirrangan-bil.

Nhangayi nhirrim gurnmil baring-duwi. 

Yirrangan-a nhangayi dhulu.

Dharragayi ba bundhayi gurnmil.

Baban dhumbayi,  ‘Burndap yirrangan!’


